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The main goal of AtlantOS-WP5 is to improve the monitoring of climate variability and the
observatonal sampling of key variables in the Atlantc ocean, based on the knowledge of their
spato-temporal features and dynamical nature. The proposed study is focused on the South
Atlantc subtropical gyre, a key region for the exchanges of heat, freshwater and carbon between
the Atlantc and neighboring basins (Cimatoribus et al., 2012). The SAMOC CLIVAR array is being
deployed in this region (Garzoli et al., 2012) to monitor the variability of the AMOC and of these
transports. The South Atlantc is characterized by a strong mesoscale variability; in this nonlinear
regime, the low-frequency variability of AMOC, SST, SSH, Ocean Heat Content (OHC), water mass
propertes and transports is only partly driven by the atmosphere: a low-frequency chaotc
intrinsic variability spontaneously emerges and competes with the forced variablity (Penduf et al.,
2011; Hirschi et al., 2013 ; Arbic et al., 2014; Sérazin et al., 2015; Grégorio et al., 2015). 

The proposed study aims in partcular to [1] characterize the structures of the forced and chaotc
variabilites of oceanic climate indices at synoptc to multdecadal tmescales within and around
this basin, in order to [2] optmize the exploitaton of available observatons, and the observatonal
sampling strategy. We will jointly investgate stallite/in-situ observatons and a pioneering
simulaton performed within the ANR/PRACE OCCIPUT project (Penduf et al., 2014): it consists in
a 50-member ensemble of global ocean/sea-ice simulatons (1/4° resoluton), which were slightly
perturbed initally and driven by the same atmospheric variability between 1960 and 2015. The
ensemble mean provides an estmate of the atmospherically-forced variability, the ensemble
dispersion of the chaotc variability. We will characterize at various scales the forced and chaotc
(co)variabilites of dynamical and thermodynamical felds at SAMOC and over the basin, their local
and distant imprints on observatonal data (altmetry, Argo, RAPID, etc), and propose
improvements, extensions, or alternatve uses of the existng observed data.

The postdoctoral fellow will perform physical/statstcal analyses of the ensemble simulaton
outputs in relaton with observatons. Scientfc questons will concern the balance between forced
and chaotc variabilites of oceanic climate indices in and around the South Atlantc, the
spatotemporal structure (scales/paterns) of both variabilites, their coherence with neighboring
basins, their imprint on observed variables (SSH, OHC, AMOC, etc). 

This study is directed toward a motvated scientst interested in computatonal and observatonal
oceanography, joint statstcal and physical analyses of these large datasets. A PhD in physical
oceanography, meteorology, climate science, or geophysical fuid dynamics is required. The ideal
candidate would have scientfc talents (innovaton, publishing, speaking) and computer science
skills.
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